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QUESTION 1

A merchant plans to migrate product data from Magento 1 to Magento Commerce. During your analysis of a
merchant\\'s exiting product data structure, you notice they have created multiple custom product attributes to manage
the translation of color options across their websites. 

You recommend utilizing a single custom product attribute to manage their color options 

In addition to setting up the attribute, what must be done? 

A. Change the attribute scope to store view so the values can be managed separately for each language. 

B. Add all possible attribute values in each of the languages to the attribute. 

C. Create different attribute sets, one for each language and associate the attribute with its values to each, 

D. Add a default set of attribute values, and add stare view specific labels to both the attribute and its\\' values for the
other two languages 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A Magento Cloud merchant is planning their Black Friday ?Cyber Monday campaigns and wants to see an analysis of
last year\\'s campaigns. 

What are two to use Magento Business Intelligence to deliver this analysis? 

A. Create a report comparing revenue and discount amounts tor coupons that were promoted during fast years
campaigns. 

B. Use the ROI calculator to input last year\\'s holiday an spend and compare it against net revenue 

C. Do a server performance check to assess impact of holiday traffic spikes on conversion rate 

D. Use the Cohort Report Builder lo understand the Lifetime value of holiday-acquired customers vs, other customers 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A small merchant is using a legacy 3rd-party module to integrate with a payment provide. This module takes the
cardholder information 

What changes must be made to the 3rd-party modules to reduce the scope of their Self-Assessment Questionaire? 

A. Utilize a VPN connection to the payment provider 

B. Store credentials encrypted in the database. 

C. Use the HTTPS protocol to connect to the payment provider. 
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D. Utilize the payment provider\\'s frontend iframe system. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You are configuring a Magento Commerce website for any company with multiple websites. Magento admins must only
nave access to information pertinent to the specific website to which they are assigned. 

How do you configure this in Magento? 

A. Modify me Role Resources for an existing admin Role. 

B. Install a custom module to provide this functional. 

C. In each admin users configuration, select their applicable websites in the Apply To field. 

D. Create a new admin Role with the Role Scopes limited to the applicable websites. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

During your migration from Magento 1 to Magento Commerce you changed to a new payment gateway. It was
recommended to keep the company account open with the previous payment gateway to process refunds for historical
orders. You want to ensure there are records of these refunds in Magento for customer service. 

How do you achieve this? 

A. Using the native import function, import a customer finances file. 

B. Create an online credit memo and indicate the transaction information within the comments. 

C. Create an offline credit memo and indicate the transaction information with the comments 

D. Create a return and indicate the transaction information within the comments. 

Correct Answer: A 
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